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Introduction 
In this paper results of Eklof and Sabbagh [4] are relativised to torsion theories. 
Proofs are not all given in full since many are easy modifications of the eorrespond- 
ing results in [4]. s 
bt 9 be the class of torsion modules for some torsion theory and 9 the 
corresponding torsion-free class:- then, in the second section conditions for the 
following classes to be elementary are given: j 
1) 9 
2) the class of NO-injective members of 9, given that 9 is elementary 
3) the class of 9injectivG members of 9, given that ,ZF is elementary 
4) the class of injective members of 5F9 given that the Flass in 2) is elementary. 
We also give necessary and sufficient conditions for tLe iheory of 9 to have a 
model-companion (which turns out to be the mode’-completion as well) and 
describe this as the first order theory af a particular ir jective cogenerator for the 
torsion theory. ’ 
In the third section we consider the case of right ful’y bounded noetherian rings 
and give a more informative description of the modeL:ompanion. Then in the final 
section the Goldie torsion theory is used to illustrate these results, and the situation 
when 9is elementary is looked at briefly. 
1 
Throughout R will denote a (fixed) ring with 1; AR will denote the category of 
(unital) right R-modules. 
The logical language .ZZ that we employ is the usual first order language 
with a symbol for equality along with a binary function symbol which is interpreted 
as module addition, a symbol 0 interpreted as the zero element of %L mod 
colle&on of unary function symbols; one for eaich element of the rin 
multiplication of module elements by elements of the ring is ~xpr~~ss~ 
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detail see [4]). We also have the obvious set of module axioms and for convenience 
it is assumed that they are included in any set of sentences of 28’ which may be 
considered. It is assumed throughout, unless otherwise stated, that ail formulas are 
in 2’ and that all structures are structures for 3 
Two structures M, N are elementarily equivalent, written M ,= N, if any sentence 
is true in M iff it is true in N. M is an elementary substructure of N, M-C N, if 
(M mLM =(N, mLM that is, if M and N are elementarily equivalent in the 
language S’(M)-9 expanded by a set uf constant symbols, one for each element 
of M, vith the obvious ir+terpretat:ion. If T is a theory (a deductively closed set of 
sentences) then Mod(T) wJ1 denote the class of all models of T. If % is a class of 
structures then Th(%j will denote the theory of % (the set of all sentences which 
hold in every element of %‘). 
A class % of structures is elementary (in the wider sense) if there is some 
(possibly infinite) set @ of sentences uch that M E %’ iff M I= @. We assume some 
familiarity with the notions of ultraproducts [ 11, model-completions [ 141 and model- 
companions [3]. 
Recall that an ultrafilter 9 over a set I is uniform if all the sets in 9 have the 
same cardinality: such ultrafilters always exist over an infinite set I. Recall also that 
if a class of structures is closed under elementary substructures then it is elementary 
iff it is closed under ultraproducts. 
Familiarity with the elementary parts of torsion theory will be assumed ([S], 
[15]). We largely follow the terminology of [15] but by a torsion theory we will 
mean what is called a hereditary torsion theory by Stenstrom. Notationally we 
identify a torsion theory (Y, 3) with the torsion class F: 9 or 9~ is the cor- 
responding class of torsion-free modules, %r the corresponding filter of right ideals 
of R, and Ty the corresponding torsion radical on &. 
Recall that a module M 1s Sinjective if for any I E qs and f : I + M there exists 
fi R + M with f 1 I = f (; 11 functions between R-modules are taken to be R- 
homomorphisms. Any function defined on the generators of a module is auto- 
matically extended to an R-homomorphism (modulo a check of its being 
well-defined)). If N GM (i.e. if N is a submodule of M) then cly(N) will 
denote the T-closure of Pjf in M. E&M) will denote the sinjective envelope 
of the module M An injective cogenerator for 9 is an injective module E such that 
for all M E AR, M E 9 iff Horn&M, E) = 0. We shall say that M is a cogenerator for 
9if E(M) is an injective cogenerator for 9. 
Various finiteness conditions may be imposed on a torsion theory: 
A module M is Sfinitely-generated (5f.g. j if there is a finitely generated (f.g.) 
submodule M’ of M with M/M’ E 9. 9 is of finite type if every IE %a is 
r-finitely-generated, equivalently if ss contains a cofinal subset of f.g. right ideals. 
r is noetherian if for every increasing chain I0 G II G l . l of right ideals with 
u, 4 E iek~ there is some k E o with Ik E 9&. Clearly if T is of finite type then it is 
noetherian. We shall say that 9 is finiteZy generated if every I E (I!& is f.g.. We may 
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also require that Q& has the ascending chain condit’sn (act) or that has act on 
Y-closed right ideals, equivalently that every right idsal of 13 is Y&g.. This latter 
condition clearly implies that F is of finite type. 
Let ac be a cardinal, 5 a torsion theory on .& and ME &. Then w (a, 0 
system (over M) is a set 9= {xsI = rn& of less than Q equations in the single 
variable X, with the si elements of R, the mi elements of M and such that 
xi s$ E %$- . 
ptopositio~ 2.1. The followi:iig conditions are equivalent for an (ar,. *system as 
dove: 
1) 9’has a solution in some extension of M 
2) for all ti E R, Ci siti = 0 implies Ci mti = 0 
3) there exists g : Ci siR + M with gsi = mi for a21 i. 
Proof. Straightforward (cf. 3.2 of [4]). Cl 
If 9 satisfies the equivalent conditions of 2. I then 9 is said to be CO&S&N& 
ME & is (CX, ninjective if every f: I + M, where I E a9 is generated by less tban 
ac elements, extends to R + Ad, So iW is Sinjective if it is (ar, 9)-injective for 
large enough cy. Taking 9 = & we obtain the notions of injectiveS H&zjective. 
Pmposition 2.2. Tote following conditions are equivalent for M E &: 
1) every consistent (a, 9)system over M has a solution in M, 
2) M is (ar, 3).injective. 
Proof. Straightforward (cf. 3.4 of [4]). tJ 
Proposition 2.3. Any direct sum of (a, 9’)~injectives is (A!, 9)-injective. 
Proof. Straightforward (cf. 3.10 of [4]). El 
Theorem 2.4. Let 9 be a torsion theory on A&. Then die class S of 3%wsbn-f~e 
modules is elementary iff 9 is of finite type. 
Proof, (+=) Let (4: j E J} index the finif :Iy generated right ideals in %- We define 
sentences qI (j E J) as follows: choose a finite set sl, . . . , sn of generators for If 
and let cp~ be 
M.NowM~~iffnoI~%~killsa 
type) no f.g. I E Q& kills a nonzero 
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Then MI= ‘pi iff 4 kills no nonzero element of 
nonzero element of M iff (since 5 is of finite 
element of M iff M b{cpi : j E J}. 
(+) Suppose there is some I E as containing no finitely generated right ideal in 
a$. Let K be a cardinal such that 1 is generated by K elements a,(~ < K) but no 
right ideal generated by less than K elements and contained in 1 is in %y (this is 
possible, choosing a different I if necessary). For v < K define 1, = &(z,,, as). 
men by choice of I, K we have that each R/IV is a nonzero module in % Choose a 
uniform ultrafilter $3 on K and consider the ultraproduct I’M = fl, (R/&,)/9. We 
show that this module is not in s, so producing a contradiction to hypothesis (by 
JZos’ Theorem [I] p. 90). 
Consider the obvious homomorphism p : R -dd. If P E I, then there is some v < K 
with r E Iv and so, by uniformity of 9, cpr = 0. Hence I s ker (8. CIn the other hand 
1 ti ker cp, otherwise there would be v< K with 1 E IV, contrary to choice of I. 
Whence R/I is a nonzero torsion module embedding in M; contradiction. U 
The next result is stated in a rather general form: 
Theorem 2.5. tit (9,9), (Y’, F) be two torsion theories on & with Tof finite type. 
Iken equivalently : 
1) the (NO, T’)-injectives in 9 form an elementary class 
2) the (NO, .T)-injectives in 9 form an elementarily closed class 
3) any ultraproduct of Sinjectives in 9 is (#,-,, F)-injective 
4) for evelry integer n and homomorphism f : Rn + R with Im f E 41r there is a 
finitely generated submodule K of K 1 = ker f with K/K 1 E 9. 
PrOOf. 1) * 2) * 3) is Clei tr. 
3) + 4) Suppose there e iist n and f : .R n + R with Im f E %F but such that there is 
no f.g. Ki s K = ker f with K/K1 E 9. Then choose a cardinal K such that K is the 
%closure in K of some K-generated submodule cVerc a$ say, and K is minimal 
such. So by assumption K -aaC,. Define 
Then by choice of K, K, n K < K (V C K) and if v C K then there is V’ C K, v’ > v with 
&nK>K,nK. Let E, = E&R”/K,) and choose a uniform ultrafilter $B on K. 
Consider the ultraproduct E = n, E,,/9: we obtain our contradiction by showing 
that E is not (No, Qinjective, more precisely, by showing that if ei is the element 
of R” with 1 in the ith coordinate and zeroes elsewhere and Zi the canonical image 
of ei in E then the (No, Y’)-system (x. fei = gi : i = 1, . . . , n} is consistent but with no 
solution in E. The argument is straightforward and may be found in 3.12 of [4]. 
4)=+ 1) Let sl,. . . , Tn be any finite sequence of elements of R with zy SiR E qY. 
We wish to express for ME 9, that every consistent system Y= 
II 
. : 
Ml= Vxl, . . . , x,, 
ments of R with cr SIR E %r and the tji are chosen as above 
I 
. 13 
We first apply 2.5 with F = A& to obtain: 
T&arem 2.6. Let S be a torsion theory of finite type, ^ then equivalently: 
1) the class if No-inject&s in @is elementary 
2) every ultraproduct of injectives In F is trc,-injective 
3) for every positive integer n and homomorphism ,f :R” + R there is a finitely 
generated submoduk K1 of ker f with ker f/K’ E T. 0 
We call R F-coherent if R satisfies condition 3) of 2.6. 
Ex. If F0 = {O} then, since every module is S&$ose(‘.l, 9&oherence reduces to 
coherence. Every module is’iti ?$ gnd of course F0 ir_ of finite type. In this uw 
then, 2.6 reduces to 312 of [43? _‘. -‘I 
Ex. If R has act on Sr”-closed right ideals then aklready noted, ‘9 iS of fiinite ” 
type, and it is straightforward to show ‘that for ah ii’it: egers n, R” ako has aoc on 
S-closed submodules, SF that I? is Tkoherent and 2.k applies. 
Following tk prbof of 1:13.$of -[l$ &k-can show that for<any to&n theory T, 
Ris Y-coherent iff aj for each r E.R, arm& = {s 5 R : ps = 0) is ST-f.g. and b) the 
intersection of any tw.o 5f.g. right ideals of R is again 5f.g. 
We now investigate the existence of a model-companion for T’h(SF), the theory of 
S=torsion-free modules: 
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Roof. Straightforward (cf. 4.2 of 141). Cl 
~opos&ion 2.8. Let 9 be of finite type. If Th(9) has a model-companion Th(@)*, 
then R is F-coherent. 
fioof. By 2.6 it will be sufficient to show that any ultraproduct &M&S of 
MO-injectives r~lldi E I) in S is &-injective; and the proof of 4.1 of [4] using 2.7 
above easily modifies to prove this. II 
Ebq&ion 2.9. If R is Y-coherent u~d if .Tis of finite type then every &-injective in 
9 is an elementary substructure of an injective module in 9. 
Proof. Follow the proof of part 2 of 3.17 of [4], using 2.6 above. 0 
Now set FO = @ {E( R/QqNo): I is a Sclosed right ideal of R}. Then F0 is a 
cogenerator for X We shall retain this notation throughout. 
Proposition 2.10. Let MI, W be injective modules in *containing copies of Fg’ (for K 
large enough ; say K = swp{card(E) : E is the injective nvelope of a finitely generated 
mqdule)). Let f : M’ + N” be an isomorphism of finitely generated submodules M’, N’ 
of M, N respectively. Then (M, m’),~GM~ = (N, fm’~m~G~~. 
Proof. Let .% be the set of all partial isomorphisms extending f, between finitely 
generated submodules o:C M and N. Let g : M”+ N” be one such and choose c E Me 
It will be enough to show that ihere is SE 9 extending g and with c in its domain 
(e.g. [ 141 p. 76). 
Now E(M”+ CR& M can be written El @Es where M”s El =E(M”). Write 
c = c1 + c2 with cl E El and cL E E2. Then for purposes of extending homomor- 
phisms we may ignore c2 (s$ rce there are “enough” copies of FO lying around - for 
more detail see 4.3 of [4]). By iiljectivity of N g extends to (say) B : El -) ES N 
where E = E(N”). Now define g to be equal to g on M”+ cl R. 0 
Progasition 2.11. Suppo:l;e that 9’ is of finite type and that R is F-coherent rhen :
f ) If M, N E 9 are No- injectives containing submodules elementarily equivalent to 
K.0 and if f : M’ + N”’ is an isomorphism of finitely generated submodules M’, N’ 
of M, N respectively then (M, m’)m8EMI = (N, fm’)w,lEMJ. 
2) E(F+ FO. 
of. I) FO= FhHo’ so by 4.6 of [4], Fg’ embeds 
M,(Wr,) of M (resp. N). By the hypotheses M,, NI 
injective (2.4, 2.6). So by 2.9 there are injectives 
N1 -K N2. Then apply 2.10. 
, 
3 an elementary extension 
also are in S and are HO- 
M2, AT* E 5 with Ml < M2, 
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2) There is, by 2.9, an elementaryextension E$ of &which is in, T and-which is 
injective (noting that FO is &-injective by 2.3). Now apply part I) to EfFo) and 
F1. CI 
PrqosMon 2.12. IfR ;i+- IT-coherent ,a,@ T ;4; af $@e qIq$hen: ,T’fr(FO)+. the L * 
model-companion of Th(@). . 2 :* ..I . ” 5-C ” 1 i .. < ;A 
’ / 1’ - 
Proof. We must show 1) that eve& i& T embeds in’; model of II’h(I& a) that if 
Ml s A+& are modets of Th(Fo) the,@&, < .A&..: . 2 
,*. _ “. 
I ’ , 
Condition 1) is easy: E(M)@_I$ is a+n .&$njectiye containing Fa! and in * so, by 
2.11, is a model of l%(F*). ’ , _ , 
Condition 2): with such MI, Mz, 2k gives us MI =*EJ 7 M2 SQ that there are 
elementary embeddings hi : Mi +Ni where the W;: are uhrap6wers -of Fo (Frayne’s 
Lemma [ll p. 161). By 2.4 and 2;6 the Nj are NO-injec$ves. in $? Now Iet 
Q&l , . m . , x,) be a formula of 9 and let ml,. . .., m, dWl sudh that &I= 
Qbl, l l l 9 m,). Then a diagram chase using 2.1 I shows that M-2 f= q(rn,, . . . , nd,,) so 
that MI -C A& as required. c? 
Summarising we have: 
Theorem 2.13. Let R be a ring and let (T, 9) be a torsion theory of finite qp on &. 
men the theory of 9 has a model-companion. iff it has a model-completion iff R is 
T-coherent; and then this model-companion is just Th(i;;b) where FO = 
@{E(R/QWo): R/I E fl and every model of J’h(F,) is T-injctive (so a natural 
RT-module where Rs is the ring of quotients of R with respect to (T, 9)). 
Proof. By 2.8, 2.12, 2.13 and since the class 9 is easily seen to have the amal- 
gamation property (this ensu*res that the rnodekompar lion is actually the mode& 
completion [4) p. 254). The last part follows by: 
Proposition 2,14. d&et 9 be of finite type. Then ev,!:T (&, T)-injective in s is 
T-injective. 
Proof. Easy. Cl 
Theorem 2.15. The following conditions are equivalent for a torsion theory 9: 
1) every &injective in SF is injective 
2) if (R/In : n E o) are cyclic modules in 9, then @&,, E(R/I,,) is injective 
3) R has act on T-closed right ideals. 
these conditions are implied I by : . 
4) the ring of quotients AT of R with respect to 9 is tight noetherian. 
Proof. 1) la 2) e-u E(R&) is.&injective by 2.3 and is in so by h Sk is 
injective. 
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2) * 3) Suppose that lo s II 6 l . l is an ascending chain of 9Uosed right ideals. 
Set E = @, E(R/I,,): this is in s and is injective by assumption. Let I = UN I, and 
define f : I+ E by i I+ (i + I,&,: this is well-defined since i E I implies that i E &, for 
some n. Now injectivity of .E gives an extension of f to R + E. But R has a 1 su that 
Im R &r E(R&) for some NE w. Whence 1~ - I and the chain is finite as 
required. 
3) + 1) Recall that 3) implies that every right ideal of R is $f.g.. Let M E 9 
be &injective and suppose that I <RR with f : I +M Choose 11, . + . , r, E I with 
I’=zr=, i r R sdense in I. Then by &-injectivity of M, ff1’ extends to (say) 
f: R-dd Now (frI-f)I is a homomorphic image of I/I’ and so is in .% But 
M E 9 and so frl= f and rextends f as required. 
4) 1 1) 14.6 of [5]. G 
Proposition 2.16. Suppose thai R has act on F-closed right ideals. Then the class of 
cogenerators for Y is elementary. 
Proof. Let (I, : a E A j be the set of sclosed right ideals of R. For each (Y we 
define a sentence (per such that if M E 9 (note that Y is of finite type) then M co- 
generates Y iff M l=(cp, : c3! E A}. Given I, we choose sl, . . . , s,, E I, such that 
Iplay SiR)E Z Then since ME9 implies Hom(R/I,, M) # 0 iff 
Hom(R/aT SiR), M) # 0 we can take (pp to be 3~(n%, xsi = 0 A x # 0). Cl 






all models of Th(FO) are injective 
R has ucc on 5~10~ zd right ideals 
the class of injective.; in 9’ is elementary 
all models of Th(Fo) are injective cogenerators ( o that Mod(Th(F0)) consists of 
all “large enough ” rnjective cogenerators for 9J 
Proof. 1) + 2) If 1) holds rhen in particular F. is injective. Let {R/I,,}neo be a set 
of cyclic modules in 9; then $ w E(R/I,) is a direct summand of Fo and SO is 
injective. 2) then follows by 2.19. 
2) * 3) by 2.6 and 2.19. 
3) + 1) Let ME 9 be K,-injective (all models of Th(F,) will be such). 
Then by 2.9 M < E for some injective E, so by 3) M is injective. 
4) 3 1) is trivial. 
1)+2)+4) by2.20. Cl 
We now look more closely at the class of sinjectives. First we consider those 
which are in @. Setting (Y’, P‘)= (Fg m in 2.5 we obta!z 
oposition 2.18. The following are equivalent for a torsion theory 9 of finite type: 
1) the (No, T)-injectives in 9 form an elementary class 
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2) for every n E o and homomorphism f: R” + R with Im f E %r there is a f-g* 
submodule K1 of Ker f with Ker f/K’ E T= IJ 
‘a , I” 
Pmpsition 2.319. §uppose tba@qery _(J&, T)-_i~j@i~e. irt_,@ isT-injective- Y&en T is. 
noetherian. . , ‘- I. - . I ” >.%~ I i_ , “’ 
’ I 
_ ‘ ~_ .“. I*, , * _//( r- ^ i ‘_ ii’i 1 ?‘ “*- _ / *- 
_ \ .” * ‘,, . -I ; 7” I r 
Roof. Consider an ascending &&of right-i&e& with union in %i‘&e@ace them 
by their closures and argue-as in 2) + 3) of 2.15 using GGnjective-envelopes in .- + 
piace of injecrive envelopes. El L ’ i j , 
<* T 
Theorem 2.20. Let (F, 9) be a torkionttheory of finite qpe then equivalently: 
1) the T-injectives in 9 form an elementary class 
2) for every n e o and f: R” *R-with Imf@& there is a fig. K’dkerf with 
ker f/K’ E T 
Proof, By 2.18,2,14 and an appropriate version of 2.9. •J 
’ Now consider 2.5 with T repIaced by T and $A (0): 
Proposition 2.21. Z%e f#owing are equivalent for any torsion theory Tz 
1) the (NO, T)-injectives form an elementary class 
2) foreveryneoandf:R” + R with Im f E $15, ker f is finitely generated. El 
Proposition 2.22. Suppse that every (NO, T)-injective is T-injective. I&en T is 
noetherian and %a has act. 
Proof. The first part by 2.19 and the second by a very Gmilar argument. Cl 
Theorem 2.23. Suppose &e .torsion theory (T, 9) is sucl that a, has a cofinalsubset 
of right ideals of the fork @ l$ tiiih thk Hi cquntably pp!nerated. ‘Then equivalently: 
1) every (‘NO, Qinjective is T-injective 
2) 9 is finitely generated, 
If further, condition 2) of 2.21 is satisfied then a third Lclquivalent condition is: 
3) the class of T-injectives is elementary. 
Proof, 1)3 2) by [5] p 145 and initial hypothesis on 9. 
2) --4 1) is clear. 
l)+ 3) by 2.21. 
3)3 1) by an appropriate version of 2.9. 0 
3 
We will assume throughout his se&ion that R is (left and right) noeltherian and 
will work with‘the following definition which is then equivalent o the usu 
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ring R is right fully bounded if each of its prime factor rings R* satisfies the 
following condition - any module M Rl is Gthful (i.e. no nonzero element of R’ 
kills all of M) iff it is (Goldie) torsion-free iff K-dim A& = K-dim RR1 where 
K-dim M denotes the Krull dimension of M ([6], [7] for basic properties of the 
G&lie torsion theory, [lo] for more detail on fully bounded rings, [9] for basic 
facts about Krull dimension). Such rings are also characterized by the fact that there 
!s a bijection from the set of (isomorphism classes of) indecomposable injectives I 
to the set of primes of R given by I c, ass I [8]. So for every prime ideal P of such a 
ring there is a unique indecomposable injective R-module Ep with ass Ep = P and 
Iwe have that E(R/P)= EF for some n (depending on P) [ 121. It then follows (e.g. 
[ 131) that every injective module has an essentially unique decomposition: E = 0 
IE $@ : P E Spec R (= set of all prime ideals of R)}. 
Within the class of noetherian rings the following are examples of fully bounded 
rings: commutative rings, artinian rings, polynomial identity rings, lrings integral 
over their centre. In particular, the results in this section cover those of both 
Sections 5 and 6 of [4]. 
Let 5 be a torsion theory: denote by Ps the set of a!! prime ideals of R not in 
%s, and by p5 the set of maximal elements of PT. 
Proposition 3.1. Let R be right rwetherian, (9, 
Plzeit there is a sentence cpo such that for M E 9, 
9) a torsion theory on &, Q E Pg. 
&ass Miff Mkqo. 
Proabf. By hypothesis we can write Q = c: q,R (say). Let PQ be a~(//;=1 X(3i = 0 A 
x # 0). Then if M k cp~, say m is nonzero and is killed by Q, we have mR. Q = 0 so 
that there is some PE ass M with P 3 Q. So if ME 9 we must have P = Q by 
maximality of Q with res ,ect to not being in as. 0 
From now on we sup,pose that R is right fully bounded noetherian. Then if 
E = O(Ep) : PE P8} is an injective in 9, 3.1 shows that for Q E P$, cyQ > 0 iff 
Ebrp,. 
Let TT be a set of axit,rns for injective modules in 9 (2.20) and let #G be the 
sentence 
3x(), . . l 9 & (qj as before). 
Set 
TY- - T&{Q,: QE $1 v (#G : Q E Ps, R/Q finite, n E o}. 
R/P is finite. 
tion as above E I= T5 iff an injective module i 
} then 1) cup>0 if PE and 2) cup~UO ,if PE 
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I%oof* e is clear and for + the only part which is not immediate is that EL = 
annE = {e E Ep: eP= 0} must be finite if R/P is finite. But consider Eh as a 
module over the simple finite ring R/P. Eb is uniform as an R-module, so as an 
R/P-modub and hence is isomorphic to R/P, thus finite. El 
. 
We have shown then, that if Tli(w* is the model-companion of ‘I’h(m then 
E VI%(S)* implies Et= T. We proceed to prove the convefie. 
Proposition 3.3. tit 5 be a torsion theory on R (tight fully bounded noetherian) and 
with n{T, : a c K’) = P and such that for each a < ICI, Q E ass R/T, implies that 
descending sequence To 2 TI 2 8 . l 3 T, 2. l l of two-sided ideals of R indexed by K’ 
with n (Tm: a < K’) = P and such that for each u < tc’, Q E ass R/T* implies that 
QEPgand Q>P. 
Proof. Following Jategaonkar [ 1 l] p. 440 we define the notion of classical Krull 
dimension relative to X We have defined p9 so suppose inductively that we have 
defined the sets P8,c Ps for p < ar, a! some ordinal. Then we will put PE Pb into Pg 
if for every Q > P, Q E P9 implies that there is some p < &y with Q E I$. For P E & 
we set Y-cl-K-dim A/P = the least ordinal a! such that P E P$: note that such an 
ordinal will exist since (unrelativised) classical Krull dimension is defined and since 
any subtree of a well-ordered tree is well-ordered. It is clear that K-dim R/P B 5 
cl-K-dim R/P = (Y (say). Set K = card@). 
Now by considering R/P we may as well suppose that P = 0. 
Suppose CY is a limit ordinal, then by definition of P$, there is a H-indexed 
sequence {Q@ : tr C K} of elements of Pr, all strictly containing 0 and with the 
sequence {%&K-dim R/Q, : c < K} cofinal with cy. 
Qn the other hand, if oy is not a limit tl.ren we can choose QE 
P>-‘\u {Pg: ,B c a - l} with Q > 0 (again by definil ,on of ps). In this case set 
Qw = Q(o < K). 
Let Th = QCB. Suppose inductively that we have de 7ned Tk for a<: V$ some o, < K 
such that for each 0 < v, TL is a nonzero two-sided i-lea1 of R with ass R/T: s Ptr. 
Set T’=n{T; :a< v). * 
0 
ii) 
T’ = 0; then v must be a limits ordinal, so there is a cardinal K’s card(v)(erz) 
and a l-l order-preserving malp f: K’+ v such that fK’ is cofinal in v. Define 
T@(u < K’) by T, = T;b, then Cl { TV l l u < M:‘} =0 and the other conditions are 
satisfied by the inductive hypotheses. 
T’ # 0; then choose LX G T’ n Q, n %&;(O) where %&(O) is the set of regular 
elements of R - this is possible by standard results (e.g. [‘?I), and since T’ is a 
two-sided ideal of the prime ring R. Note that \since x E (Z&(O) there is 8n 
isomorphism R/Q,, = xR/xQ, defined by r + Q, 7 xr + xQ, 
If XR is essential in T’ over xQ, (that is, if xR/xQ, is an essential submo 
([7]) of T’/xQ,) then set #L = xQ,,. 
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Otherwise choose KC T’ with K’+ xl? essential in T’ over xQV and with 
K’n.rR =xQ,. Then we have T’IK’~(K’+xR)/K’~xRfxQ,~RlQ, whence 
ass((K’+xR)/K’)= {Qv}. Now if K’+xR is essential in T’ over K' set K = K’ and 
note that ass T’/K’= (0,) (e.g. [S]). Otherwise there is K”< T with K”n 
(K’+xR)=K’ and with K”+(K’+xR)= K”+xR essential in T’ over K’. As 
before we obtain ass((K”+ xR)/K”) = {Q,,} and if K”+ xR is essential in T’ over K” 
set K = K”, . . . . Continue in this way and note that after a finite number of steps 
the process must stop since R is noetherian. We will then have produced a right 
ideal K c T’ with ass T’/K = {Q,,}. 
Now if T’ is essential in R over K we can conclude that ass R/K = ass T’/K = 
Otherwise choose a right ideal CC R such that G + T’ is essential in R over K 
and G n T’ = K. Then G/K = (G + T’)/ T’ whence ass G/K E ass R/T’. However 
T’= n {TV : a< v), so if r& T’ then there exists u < v with r& Tm: but T, is 5 
closed in R (by the inductive hypothesis) whence r& cl:T, Z&T’. That is, T’ is 
S-closed in R so ass R/T’s PS Hence ass G/K c Ps. But G n T’= K so that 
ass R/K c ass R/G v ass R/K s PS v { Qv} = P9, and clearly Q, E ass R/K. 
Now set TV = bdRK (the largest two-sided ideal of R contained in K). By [2] 
there exist rl, . . . , r,,~ R with T,=(K: r,)n= l l r\(K: r”) where (K: ri)= 
{rER:rirEK}.Foreachi=l,..., n there is an essential embedding of R/(K: ri) 
into Rf K defined by r + (K : ri)c*rir + K. Hence ass Rl(K : ri) := ass R/K. Also 
R/T,, embeds essentially into RI(K : rl)@* l 9 @ R/(K : r”), whence ass R/T” = 
ass R/K. 
So TV is a nonzero (since x E VR(0) and since K-dim xR/xQ,, = K-dim R/Q,, < IB(- 
dim k!) two-sided ideal of R with ass R/T, c PS and Q,, E as’: R/T, 
We continue in this wry defining the T,( v < K) and note that since ( E ass R/T, 
the case T’ = 0 must apply eventually at some v < K. cl 
Proposition 3.4. Let 9 lie a torsion theory on R (as before) and let PE PT. Set 
~~ - (card (K-dim R)+ No)” (say) and ~~ = (card(spec R) + K,)+’ (say). Then there 
is an ultrafilter 9 on ~~ (n Qt depending on P) and an embedding of E$?) into 
E = (@iEo,, : Q E P$-, u < ~,}f* /9 / 9 where 
E’roof. First we choose 9. tit. (IU : CT C K~ = (card&dim R)+ No)*} be a partition 
of ~~ into ~~ sets each of cardinality K~. Define & = U {& : a’> a)(~ < ~3): then 
the set {J, : CT < x3} u (1 c K2 : card(rc,\l) < K~} has the finite intersection property, 
so extends to an ultrafiiter 9 on ~~ which is clearly uniform. 
We will now prove the result by induction on 9’kl-K-dim R/P (cf. proof of 3.3). 
By definition of E the result is clearly true for PE p$. Suppose inductively that it 
holds for all Q E Py with Q B I? 
Let f: ~1 +KI X ~1 be a bijection. Fix 7 < ~1 and set T, =f-l(~, cr)(g<: ~1). ‘We 
wish to produce an embedding of R/P into ET = (@#&Q : Q E ;,-, fl< KI})~~/~ 
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(then, lsince there is an embedding of @$I {ET : TK: Q} into E we will have an 
embedding of Egl) into E). Since E, =u -E, the inductive hypothesis tells us that for 
each Q E P8 with Q > P, E$k E, 
Now let K’, { Tb : a< K’} be chosen as in 3.3- For each (J”< K’ we can write 
T,a= S, ne 4 l n S, , where 1” the-5 $+-are :rrn~et-i,~~~0lu6~~e~,~~g~~t -idea& Iand .the 
decomposition * irredundant,.‘ so that :iss::~~~T~-Y~~~~~-S,-U l .;’ : uq&R/S~~ [t$ 
For each i set { Qi) = ass R/S,, : then Qi >r P &d Qi ,E Ps (try choice of $T,). Choose 
;u, E EOl with ann$& = SaJ and with these x,, (i = 1, . . . , n@) all lying’ in disjoint 
fndecomposable injectives contained in E (using the inductive hypothesis). Set 
YU = X, + 0 l * -I- new.‘: so anngyw = TV 
Since K’ 6 tc3 we can choose a, partition (12 : CT Gc’} of ~2 into K’- sets such that 
(I, : u C Q} is a refinement of {XL : ir < K’}. Define an element y* = (yz)Kl/9? of E, 
by y: = yJ where CT is, the unique ordinal less than K’ with Y& Clearly .1”6 
annRY” and conversely, if y*r = 0 then there are arbitrarily large u < K’ with 
ys = 0, i.e. with r~ TO: whence r E n {T, : o C K’} = P: that is annRy* = P and 
Y* R = RIP. Fience R/P, and so ELI embeds in E,, as required. 0 
Theorem 3.5. Let R be a right f&y bounded noetherian$ ring and let (5, m be a 
torsion theory on A&. Let Ps and P$ be as’ before a& suppose that E’= 
@#$P’ 9 E Ps} is an injective module in 5 Then E’kTh(!F)* iff ’ . 
1) ap>O forPEPOgand 
2) cup > HO for P E P$ with R/P finite. 
Proof. =+ by the remark after 3.2. 
C- Note I& that there is an elementary extension El of E’ which contains Ep) 
for every Q E PC. Let ~1, ~2,9, E be as in 3.4 and set IZ2 = (E’;1’)N2/% Then there 
is an obvious embedding of E into E2 as a direct surm,and. 
Let PE Ps: by 3.4 there is an embedding of E(pKl), so in particular of E$?$ into E, 
so into Ez. 
Let I be a %closed righ& ideal of R. Tltaen E(‘R !I) is clearly isomorphic to 
E&& 9 l @Ep, for some Pl; i . . , P& Ps_. Hence E(,C/I)‘NB’ embeds ihat E2. Then 
by 2.13 E2t=Th(9)+. But E’s El = E2 and’s0 E’ l=TW,ZF)*, as required. Cl 
? 
We finish this section by showing that the valiC:‘ity of the description of the 
model-companion of Th(e given by 3.5 for all torsion-free classes s actua@ 
characterises right fully bounded rings within the class of noetherian rings: 
Suppose that R is a noetherian ring which is not right fully bounded. Then there 
is a prime P and there are indecomposable injectives E& El with ass EO = P == 
ass El, Eo P-torsion-free ([ 121) and Er not P-torsion-free. 
Let :Tfl be the P-torsion theory, then ([12]) ,Z& = cog E,, that is the torsion theory 
cogenerated I by : Ii&. ’ Set? -“Tl k *ti&(E&jEl)i’ clearly 9& E.%& where (l&i = 
Suppose that there is a prime Q‘G ceC,\%r. Then HomR(RbQ, Eb@E&Vl day 
p : R/Q+ EO@E1 is nonzero,, and let vI: &@E1 + El be the canonicti pro- 
jection. Now Q E az10 implies that HomR(R/ Q, EO) = 0 whence qrl~ f 0. Eg is 
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uniform, so that N = nlcp(R/Q)nannEIP# 0 and clearly NQ = 0 so that Qzs 
ann IV6 ass El = P: contradiction since P& So. 
Hence 4&-, n spec R = 4?& nspec R. We claim that on the other hand c f a? 
(obvious notation): Let E& I= T& E’, t= fi. Then Ei E 5&, but if E’, E J&, always then 
90 2 & whereas it is clear that so c *I : contradiction since so # 5&. But so and 
9j are elementary classes and so, for some such EL, Ei we must have Eb + E’, and 
so T; # TT (by 2.11). 
4 
First we shall apply the results of Sections 2 and 3 to the Goldie torsion theory 
(98, 9%). For definitions and basic results we refer to [7]. We will use the following 
result: 
position 4.1. (Teply [ 161). The following are equivalent: 
1) R has act on S-closed right ideals 
2) 99 is of finite type 
3) there is no infinite direct sum in R of %-torsion-free right ideals. 
Since % is stable (e.g. see [ 1 S] p. 153) these conditions are also equivalent to: 
4) R/ T%(R) has finite uniform dimension. 0 
Combining 4.1 with the second example after 2.6 we see that if 3 is of finite type 
then R is 9koherent so we obtain: 
Theorem 4.2. Let (3, 9%) be the Goldie torsion theory. Then Th(&) has a model- 
companion iff 99 is of finite type ifl R/ T%(R) has finite uniform dimension. 0 
For a prime ring T%(R)= 0 so we get: 
eorem 4.3. Let R be n prime ring and let (%, 9%) be the Goldie torsion theory on 
.A&. Khen Th(&) has a r,mdel-companion ‘I%(&)* ifl R has finite uniform dimen- 
sion, and then lI1(9%)* =Th(Ep’) where E0 is the unique %-torsion-free indecom- 
posable injective. If further, rP is non-artinian and right fully bounded noetherian then 
Th(&)” = Th(EO) - the jkt order theory of the injective nvelope of any uniform right 
ideal of R. 
of. The first part by 4.2 and the last by 3.5. For the middle we must show that 
Th(EhHo”)=Th(F,) where F0 =$ {E(R/I)‘Ko): I is sclosed in R}. Let I be a 
9klosed right ideal of R and let J be a complelment of I in R. Then we have 
J = (I@ J)/I s R/I, and this embedding of J into R/I is essentiai since if K 3 I 
and Kn(J+I)=I then, by the modular law, KnJ+I=I so that KnJsI, and 
then J n ! -’ 0 implies J n K = 0; contradicting that P is +&closed. Hence E(R/I) s 
E(J) s E,” for some n E o, and the result clearly follows. D 
We now turn to considering when the class Yof torsion modules is elementary: it 
k in fact very restrictive to require this: 
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.4. Get (s”; 5F) be 68 torsion tkxWy on &. Then equivabntiy : 
1) 9 is closed under products 
2) 9 is closed under ultruproducts 
3) 9 is elementary 
4) %# is closed under arbitrary intersections 
5) there is a two-sided ideal Tof R such that T2 = T and %$ = (I s &RR! : 1 a T). 
8 
Proof. I) * 2) is clear. 
2) e 3) since 5 is closed under submodules. 
4) e 5) is straightforward. 
2)* 4) Certainly Q 5 is closed under finite intersections so we suppose 
inductively that it is closed under intersections of cardinal@ <K, K some infinite 
cardinal. 
Let .9 = {I,: 0-c K} be a set of right ideals in 9& indexed by K and set k = 
n{J., : c < x). If there is a subset 9’ of .% of cardinality less than K and with n.%’ = 1’ 
then, by the inductive hypothesis, .1 E %s. So we may suppose that there is no such1 
N. 
Set J, = n {I, : cd v} (v C K) and let 9 be a uniform ultrafilter on K. Set 
M =~,(R/yY)/9: th en y b h ypothesis M is in 9, so in particular there is some ’ 
K E 4!& with TK = 0 where i = (1 +.&,)J% Then, by uniformity of 9, for every 
k E K and v < K there is v’<: K with v’ > v and k E &. But v < v’ implies & a & and 
so K in {& : v < K} = I. K E & hence I E Q9 as reqluired. 
5)=U)Let{Mi: iEI}cS. Wewishtoshowthatn{M;:: iE1]EKLet Tbeasin 
5): then for each i E I and m e Mj mT = 8 so for any fi = (m& in {Mi : i E I), 
fiT=Oandn{M~:i~I}isindeedinX El 
It follows that if (%, 9, w is a TT’F-theory ([15] p. 153) such that ($ ZF) is a 
hereditary torsion theory, then (%, 9) is of finite type. Q 
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